This book discusses the emergence of humanlike robots into our everyday world. It covers the trends, possibilities, and concerns we will all feel with their emergence. Robots will walk, talk, and look ever more like people, and with the speed at which new technologies develop, this may happen very soon. Robots will be in homes, in space, in workplaces, in hospitals - everywhere. Their capabilities will soon surpass what has been usually considered science fiction. In what directions will the technology be taking us, and how will the presence of these robots challenge our identity? This book explores the fascinating implications of robot technology while alerting of its possibly disturbing flipside.
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Building an intelligent and human-like robot is a challenging task that needs to bring together inter-disciplinary R&D areas including engineering and biological sciences. This book is a timely publication presenting the opportunities for future robotic engineers.

Kwang Kim, University of Nevada, Reno
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